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Abstract
We offer an initial exploration of the architectural constructs required to support selective connectivity, whereby a host can choose the degree to which it maintains a network presence, rather than today's binary notion of "connected" or "disconnected". The driver for our thinking is to allow hosts to go to sleep to realize energy savings while not sacrificing their entire standing in the network.

The main idea
Most hosts are inactive (idle) most of the time.

Need a state between connected and not connected.

This selectively connected state [1] can facilitate:
- Controlled preservation of network state for sustained operation across sleep and wakeup.
- Administrator access for maintenance.
- User remote access.
- Occasional low-level activity

Key example – Instant Messaging (IM)
Our idea helps powered-down hosts by re-connecting after a host returns from sleep.

Our goal: to enable reception of messages while a host is selectively connected.
- Perhaps even from a select set of "buddies"
- That is, while sleeping the host retains its standing in the network

Network chatter
What prevents hosts from going to sleep?

Hosts incessantly engaged in network dialogs.
- Our measurements: 4 to 6 pkts/sec for hosts with no direct user activity

How much of this is vestigial/extravagant and how much reflects a required network presence?

Key near-term effort is a detailed end-system trace analysis of network traffic from/to several hundred systems each recorded for 24 hours.

Proposed architectural elements
We can view end systems as having three basic states: on, off, and asleep, where asleep reflects a voluntary form of off for which end system can prepare and is willing to forgo or be awaken from if need be. To support this we explore:

Assistants – Entities that stand in for a host while the host sleeps.

Exposing selective connectivity – Providing visibility into a host's level of connectivity across different layers and peers.

Evolving soft state – Refining soft state to support persistence for selectively-connected end systems.
- Proxyable state: Soft state that an assistant or proxy can maintain [2].
- Limbo state: Allows sufficient information exchange that participating machines can recognize distinction between being "inexplicably gone" and simply "asleep".

Host-based control – Leave the end system in control of how others in the network react to the system's selective connectivity. We seek to support a range of user/operator-designated policy decisions.

Application primitives – As a way to empower assistants over a range of network activity, our design calls for the development of generic primitives that could be shared across applications.

Security – Issues relating to secure operation cut across all of the architectural components.
- What information is exposed externally?
- How do we layer cryptography to expose enough protocol machinery to assistants without exposing sensitive data?
- How can we securely delegate tasks to assistants?
- How can a peer understand that an assistant is authoritative?
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